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Abstract- Text mining is nothing but the discovery of
interesting knowledge in text documents. But there is a big
challenging issue that how to guarantee the quality of discovered
relevant features. And that are in the text documents for
describing user preferences because of the large number of
terms, patterns and noise. For text mining there are basically two
types of approaches; one is term based approach and another is
phrase based approach. But term based approach suffered with
the problem of polysemy and synonymy. And phrase based
approach suffered with low frequency occurrence. But phrase
based approachs are better than the term based approachs. But
pattern based approach is better than the term based and phrase
based approach. The proposed method is an innovative and
effective pattern discovery technique. This method includes two
main processes pattern deploying and inner pattern evaluation.
This paper presents an effective technique to improve the
effectiveness of using and updating discovered patterns for
finding relevant and interesting information. Using Baysian
filtering algorithm and effective pattern Discovery technique we
can detect the spam mails from the email dataset with good
correctness of term.
Index Terms— Text mining, information filtering, pattern
mining, sequential pattern, closed sequential patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION
Now days, due to rapid growth of digital data it is difficult
to find useful information and knowledge. So we have to
draw attention towards knowledge discovery and data
mining. Turning such data into the useful information and
knowledge we have to pay great deal of attention with
coming need. There are so many applications like market
analysis and business management can have benefit by the
knowledge discovery and data mining. Knowledge
discovery can be viewed as the process of nontrivial
extraction of information from large database. Data mining
is an essential step in the process of knowledge discovery in
database.In past decade various data mining techniques have
been presented. These techniques included association rule
mining, sequential pattern mining frequent itemset mining,
maximum pattern mining and closed pattern mining. Most
of them are proposed for the purpose of developing efficient
mining algorithms to find particular patterns within a
reasonable and acceptable time frame.

Data mining approaches generated a large number of
patterns. But still there is an open research issue that how to
effectively use and update these patterns. In this paper, we
focus on the development of knowledge. Discovery model is
used to effectively use and update the discovered patterns
and apply it to the field of text mining. Text mining is the
discovery of interesting knowledge and information in text
documents. It is a challenging issue to find accurate
knowledge and information in text documents to help users
to find what they want.
Before text mining, information retrieval provided many
term based approaches to solve this challenge. But there is
one advantage for term based methods in text mining that
they give efficient computational performance as well as
mature theories for term weighting. But there are some
problems with this term based methods in text mining that
are polysemy and synonymy. polysemy means a word has
multiple meanings and synonymy means a multiple words
having the same meaning.
In the field of text mining preprocessing of data plays an
important role. If we use normal text documents as input to
text mining methods then following tasks should perform on
those documents. Stop word removal, stemming, handling
of digits, hyphens, punctuations, cases of letters. If we use
the we documents then there are addition of two tasks in
previous task set, HTML tag removal and identification of
main content block. Stop word Removal Stop words are the
words which are frequently occurring and insignificant
words helps to constructs the sentences in the language.
Example like a, and the what, there, that, also, etc.
Stemming Removal suffix and stripping. Stem is the portion
of word which left after removing the suffix and stripping of
that word. Example Computing, Computer, Computation are
reduced into Compute.

Figure 2: Table 1 :A set of Paragraphs
Figure 1: A General IR System architecture
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II.

RELATED WORK

In the past, many text
representations have been
proposed. A well-known
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representation is the bag of words that uses keywords or
terms as elements in the vector of the features space. In
Rpcchio classifiers, the tf*idf weighting scheme is used for
text representation. For many years, Pattern mining has been
extensively studied in data mining communities. There are
varieties of efficient algorithms such as Apriori I, Prefix
span, FP-tree, SPADE, SLPMINER and GST have been
proposed for pattern mining. In the field of text mining there
was still an open problem that searching for useful and
interesting patterns and rules. Pattern mining techniques can
be used find various text patterns such as sequential
patterns, frequent item sets, co-occurring terms and multiple
grams for building up e presentation with this new type
features. But the challenging issue is the how to effectively
deal with large amount of discovered patterns for the
challenging issue closed sequential pattern have been
Used for text mining in it is proposed that the concept of
closed pattern in the text mining was useful and had the
potential for improving the performance of text mining.
Pattern taxonomy model was developed to improve the
effectiveness by effectively using closed patterns in text
mining.
There are mainly two types of approaches used for text
Mining, term based and another is phrase based. But Both
approaches have some problems. Rocchio ,BM25, SVM are
the example of term based approach. These methods are
widely used for information retrieval. BM25 method is used
in the Okapi Model. Okapi model is based on the
aforementioned probabilistic models. This method uses the
term frequency and the document length to calculate the
support.
Rocchio Method is the one of the early and effective
Algorithm for information retrieval. This method is based on
the relevance feedback approach. It uses the User identified
relevant and irrelevant documents to expand the original
query. New query is then used to perform retrieval again. In
this method relevant documents are considered more
important than the irrelevant documents. This method is
simple and efficient to compute, and usually produce good
results.
SVM methods are basically a machine learning methods.
There are two types of learning methods labeled learning
and positive learning. SVM method is positive and
unlabeled learning method. It gives the better results than
the Rocchio and BM25 methods. But it also has some
drawback to overcome that use pattern based methods for
information retrieval. There are so many pattern based
methods used for the text mining like SPM means Sequence
pattern mining and PTM which is explained in detail in next
section.
PTM: In this paper we assume that all documents are Split
into paragraphs given document having a set of Paragraphs
let D be the training set of documents which contain the set
of positive documents D+ and set of negative documents. T
be the set of terms t which can be extracted from the set of
positive documents.
Frequent and closed patterns:X is used to denote the
convening set of X for d. Absolute support means the
number of occurrences of X in PS(d)
Relative support means the fraction of the paragraphs that
contain the pattern
Frequent pattern: The term set X is called frequent pattern
if its relative or absolute support is greater than or equal to
minimum support.
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Table 1 shows documents and terms sets Table 2 shows 10
frequent patterns and there covering sets. But from table 2
not all frequent patterns are useful. For example pattern
(bread, butter) always occur with the term milk in
paragraphs. So(bread, butter) is a shorter pattern is always a
part of larger pattern(bread, butter, milk).A pattern is closed
if none of its immediate superset has the same support as the
pattern .

Figure 3: Pattern Taxonomy
Pattern taxonomy: Patterns can be structured into
taxonomy by using a is a (or subset) relation. Tables 1 have
set of paragraphs of documents. Table 2 have discovered ten
frequent pattern assuming minsup =0.2. There are only three
closed pattern in this example
(Bread, butter, milk), (tea, coffee), (milk).
Closed sequential pattern: The property of closed patterns
can be used to define closed sequential patterns.

Figure 4: Table 2 : Frequent patterns and covering sets
III.

PROGRAMMER’S DESIGN

In the proposed method two important processes presented.
Pattern deploying and inner pattern evaluation. In the pattern
deploying method main focus is on the discovery of the
patterns and the term support evaluation for calculating the
patterns the composition operation is used and the support of
the term. In the inner pattern evaluation discuss how to
reshuffle support of terms within normal forms of the
patterns on the negative documents in the training sets.
These techniques will be
useful to reduce the side
effects if the noisy patterns
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because of the low frequency problem.
3.1. Mathematical Model
In the proposed method we have used some mathematical
formula for calculating support and threshold. And one
composition operation for calculating d patterns. All these
are given below:
1. To find out the patterns we use the composition
operation. Let p1 and p2 be sets of term number pairs it
denotes a single term and its support in document D.
p1= (tea, 1), (coffee, 2), (bread, 3) and p2 = (coffee, 4) .
Then p1

2.

p2 is given below:

for all terms in d-pattern. Detail algorithm is given in fig. 5.
IPEvolving algorithm It is also known as the Inner Pattern
evolving algorithm. This technique is useful to reduce the
side effects of noisy patterns because of the low-frequency
problem. This technique is called inner pattern evaluation.
Because it only changes a pattern’s term supports within the
pattern. a threshold is usually used to classify documents
into relevant or irrelevant categories. There are two types of
offenders: Complete conflict offenders and Partial conflict
offenders.
Step 1 -Initialize set of term support pairs to zero.
Step 2 -Estimate the threshold for finding the noise negative
documents.

(tea, 1), (coffee, 2), (bread, 3)
(coffee, 4)
= (tea, 1), (coffee, 6), (bread, 3)
To calculate the support of the term we use the
Following formula:

where support(t) is given by the d pattern mining algorithm
and threshold
(t, d) = 1 if (t
d) otherwise
(t, d) = 0.
3. A threshold is usually used to classify documents into
relevant or irrelevant categories.

Using threshold value we can classify the documents into
positive and negative sets. Using threshold we can find the
off Enders. And categories them into two types 1) a
complete conflict offenders 2) a partial conflict offenders.
The basic idea behind the updating patterns is as follows:
complete conflict offenders are removed from the d patterns
first. For partial conflict offenders their term supports are
reshuffled to reduce the effects of noise documents.
3.2. Dynamic Programming and Serialization
Dynamic programming and serialization: Dynamic
programming is every powerful algorithmic paradigm in
which problem is solved by identifying the collection of sub
problems and taking them one by one smallest first using the
answers to small problems to help figure out larger ones
until the whole lot of them solved. In the proposed method
uses the dynamic programming approach serialization
establishes a logical ordering on all operations the resulting
parallel execution is predictable and deterministic.
3.3. The Algorithm
The proposed method includes three algorithms. These are
DP mining algorithm, IPEvolving algorithm and Shuffling
algorithm.
DP mining algorithm DP means the discovered pattern
mining algorithm. It describes the training process of finding
the set of d-patterns which is also known as the discovered
pattern. To improve the efficiency of the pattern taxonomy
mining or DP mining, SPMining algorithm was
proposed[11]to find all closed sequential patterns, which
uses the apriori property.
Step 1 -Initialize set of d-patterns to zero.
Step 2-5 -Find out the closed sequential patterns using
SPMining algorithm
Step 6-9 -All discovered patterns in the positive documents
are composed into a d-pattern giving rise to a set of dpatterns.
Step 12 – 19 - Term supports are calculated based on the
normal form
Retrieval Number: C0742072313/2013©BEIESP

Figure 6: IPEvolving Algorithm
Step 5 - Calculate the base which is certainly not zero.
Step 6-9 - agian calculate the support for the terms.
The proposed work is divided into following modules :
The proposed model is divided into two phases 1. Training
phase 2. Testing phase. In training phase the proposed
model first calls the pattern mining algorithm to find the
patterns in positive documents based on a minsup and
evaluates term support by deploying the patterns to terms it
also calls inner pattern evaluation algorithm to revise term n
supports using noise negative documents based on
experimental co efficient at. In testing phase it evaluate
weights for all incoming documents using equation 2. The
incoming documents then can be sorted based on these
weights. When we have to detect the spam mails from the
dataset first we have to apply the effective pattern discovery
for that mail .
Then we get the effective patterns now we use these patterns
for the baysian classification. Using baysian Classifier we
calculate the probability of each effective pattern for
training set of spam and ham mails. Based on that we decide
that mail is spam mail or nonspam mail.
3.4. Data independence and Data Flow architecture
Data independence is the
type of data transparency
for Centralized DBMS. It
references to the immunity
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of user applications to make changes in the definition and
organization of data. There are two types of data
independence.
1. Physical independence; it deals with hiding details of
the storage structure from user application.
2. Logical independence: it is the logical structure of data
known as schema definition.
Data flow architecture: Is a series of function in a computer
system where each step is automatically generated by the
actions of previous function. It is also known as reactive
programming. Data flow architecture is considered to be
fairly simple form of programming it often used by less
experienced programmers.
Figure 9: Spam Detection

Figure 7: Process Flow Diagram
3.5. Baysian Classification
In the baysian classification we have to find out the
probability of term in the spam mails or in the nonspam
mails then we decide the spam probability for that term. In
this proposed method we use the terms which are the output
of the effective pattern discovery. There is no need to find
the terms from that mail. Find out the probability for that
term in spam mail and in nonspam mails also. Depend upon
those two probabilities we can find out the spam probability
for that mail. We can decide the input mail is spam or
nonspam is depending upon the spam probability.

IV. RESULT AND DISSCUSSION
The proposed algorithm will be implemented using JAVA.
In this we first implement effective pattern discovery
technique then we implement the baysian classifier for
classification of mails. In this proposed method we use both
pattern discovery and baysian classification. We will
compare the proposed algorithm with various term based,
phrase based algorithm and state of the art algorithm. For
the proposed method use the documents which are the text
documents. We take that text document as an input. Then
preprocess that document which contain the terms stemming
and stopword removal technique can be used. For this we
use porter algorithm is selected for suffix stripping several
standard measures based on the precision and recall and are
used the precision is the fraction of the retrieve documents
that are relevant to the topic and recall is the fraction of
relevant document that have been retrieved top k, b/p, fb
measure, IAP, MAP, these are the other measures based on
precision and recall. We get the effective pattern from that
document using proposed technique.
Then we use those effective patterns for the baysian
classifier for classification of that mail. So, using proposed
approach we can get a better result than any baysian
classifier. The proposed approach is compared with other
approaches like data mining based methods like sequential
pattern mining closed sequential mining etc. Second
category includes the concept based models like CBM
pattern matching model and last category includes Rocchio,
Probabilistic, Ngram and state of the art models, SVM,
BM25. After comparing our results with above methods,
proposed method is improved and effective output.

Figure 10: Spam Detection for Individual Mail

Figure 8: Effective Pattern Discovery
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V. CONCLUSION
Many data mining methods are proposed in the last decade.
The proposed approach achieves and outstanding
performance by text mining by comparing with other
methods

Figure 11: Spam Classification
In previous techniques of data mining using Discovered
knowledge in the field of text mining is difficult and
ineffective. Reason is that some useful long pattern with
high specificity lack in support. All frequent short patterns
are useful hence misinterpretation of patterns derived from
data mining techniques lead to the ineffective performance.
Effective pattern mining technique has been proposed to
overcome the low frequency and misinterpretation problems
for text mining. Proposed method uses two methods one is
pattern discovery and another is the baysian classification.
So we get the effective patterns using effective pattern
discovery and then we use that only for the classification so
we get better results than any other classifier used for the
spam mail detection.
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